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KEVIN FRANK
editor in chiefit’s difficult to be an optimist these days, 
when every headline frighteningly depicts 
the ongoing conflicts in the Arab and 
African world, the devastating earthquakes 
and ensuing nuclear crisis in Japan, or the 
lingering effects of the Great Recession.  
Meanwhile, the US Government is 
apparently taking cues from the NFL labor 
dispute, barely avoiding an internationally 
humiliating shutdown of services.  As 
designers, we are certainly not immune to 
these globally significant events, nor should 
we insulate ourselves from their impact.  
But we must stay optimistic…

Assuredly, the world is getting 
smaller, and as such we must 
think bigger.  As our most recent 
Pritzker Laureate Eduardo Souto 
de Moura ineloquently asserts:

“Architecture is a global issue.  
There is no ecological architecture, 
no intelligent architecture, no 
sustainable architecture—there 
is only good architecture.  There 
are always problems we must 
not neglect; for example, energy, 
resources, costs, social aspects—
one must always pay attention to 
all these.”



Souto de Moura follows in Alvaro 
Siza’s lofty footsteps as the second 
Portuguese architect to win the 
illustrious prize.  His abrupt, buzz-
word slaying proclamation should serve 
as a call to action for young designers 
to embrace the challenges of 
this new international 
landscape.  Instead of 
burying our heads 
in an introspective, 
s e l f -ob se s s ed 
world of jargon, 
a c a d e m i c 
acrobatics, and 
brazen hero-
worship (guilty), 
we must adjust our 
gaze to a more far-
sighted focus.

As evidence of this shift, it’s 
worth noting that seven of the first 
thirteen Pritzker Prizes were awarded 
to American architects (1979-1991).  In 
the twenty years since then, only Thom 
Mayne has carried home the bronze to 
a stateside address (2005).  This signals 
not the degradation of American 
architecture (we’ll save that one for 
another editorial), but an expanding 
awareness of the endlessly rich design 
culture beyond our borders.  Part of our 

mission at ARCHILEPSY is  to help 
expose you to even more of that foreign 
design culture.

Take Russian architect Sergey 
Skuratov as an example. This month’s 
featured BRICworks designer is 

certainly no stranger to the 
concept that international 

change can have a 
sweeping influence 

on design.  Born 
into Soviet-era 
Moscow only 
two years after 
Joseph Stalin’s 
death, Skuratov 

has witnessed 
the architectural 

landscape of Russia 
change drastically during 

his lifetime, from the government 
regulated monumental classicism of his 
youth to the cutting-edge contemporary 
designs he is known for today.  

We would be wise to learn from his 
dexterity, his unyielding committment 
to great design, and his passion for the 
profession of architecture. So adjust 
your gaze friends, be inspired by the 
world around us, and you just might 
find that we have more reason 
for optimism than you think. 
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  adjust your gaze  

architecture is a global issue. 
There is no ecological architecture, 

no intelligent architecture, 
no susta inable arch i tecture .   

there is only good 
architecture

- Eduardo souto de moura
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EDITORIAL
ADJUST YOUR GAZE

Don't get ahead of 
yourself...the editorial's 

<== that way.

LOCAL
ACADEMIC

SCAD
An inside look at the 
Savannah College of 

Art and Design. 
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THE SHIT LIST
SOFTWARE "ARCHITECTS"

Stand aside Bill Gates...
we've had enough of your 

kind.  You'll never be as cool 
as us, so get your own word.
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IN PRACTICE
DESIGN FUGITIVES
A motley crew of 
Milwaukee designers 
explore alternate modes 
of practice.  Take that 
recession!

SAVVY 
DESIGNERS
SERGEY SKURATOV
Continuing our BRICworks 
series, we highlight one of 
Russia's most compelling 
designers, Sergey Skuratov. 
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THERE'S MORE TO 
LIFE THAN BUILDINGS
MORE OF THE STUFF WE LOVE
The Dutch build more than dykes, 
another entrepeneur makes thousand$ 
on kickstarter, Design Within Reach gets 
zapped by that ray from Honey I Shrunk 
the Kids, and some oatmeal raisins get a 
roundhouse kick to the face!
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 the shit list! 
Dear Software "Architect",

It's me, REAL architect.  Listen, you've honestly 
got to stop using my name.  This is blatant 
identity theft...cease and desist!  I'm keenly 
aware that "computer programmer" doesn't quite 
roll off the tongue like "architect" but that's 
your problem, not mine.

I know we both use computers, and sometimes in 
movies they make cyberspace look like a city 
made of tiny moving numbers...but what you do 
is in NO WAY related to architecture.  face it, 
you're a glorified number cruncher.

Look, if you wanted a low-paying, dream-
crushing, widely-misconceived-to-be-much-more-
lucrative-and-satisfying-than-it-actually-is 
profession, you should have suffered through 
four to seven years of architorture school like 
the rest of us.  We EARNED the right to barely 
scrape by, sustained only by the last glowing 
embers of our fleeting passion for design.

Okay, I'll be honest here.  The panache of the word 
ARCHITECT, and its unexplainable associations 
with good taste, civic responsibility, and 
artistic integrity are the only things we really 
have left.  So knock it off already.

-A

ps, my friend Engineer is pretty pissed too.  
Seriously dude...get your own title.



 the shit list! 
identity theft! 
He's personally responsible 
for your crappy lenovo laptop, 
he makes more money every 20 
minutes than you'll make 
all year, and now he 
wants your job title! 
gates must be 
stopped...
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NOT A CITY

NOT blueprints

attire: 
NOT black

software: 
NOT autocad

glasses: NOT 
devestatingly 
stylish

bill gates: 
NOT an architect!

creepy
robot:
Not a leed
consultant



TOP  10
Your tour 

of the office 
includes a 

brief stop at 
the "Rookie 

Survival 
Bracket". 

Instead of your 
portfolio, you 
accidentally 

grab the latest 
Issue of High 

Times.

Instead of a 
handshake, 

you're greeted 
with an 

AutoCAD test.

The nervous 
interviewer 
asks if your 

school is hiring 
by any chance.

Your new desk 
comes with a 

complimentary 
sleeping bag.



After a 
particularly 

personal line 
of questioning, 

your 
interviewer 

mentions that 
his neice is 

new in town...
and single.

The VP across 
from you 
says they 

actually want 
to pay you 

what you're 
worth.  Wake 

up idiot! 
You're clearly 

dreaming... 
and probably 
overslept the 

interview.

You pass 
several 

employees 
leaving the 

building 
with bank 
boxes full 

of personal 
items.

After 
checking her 
phone for 5 

minutes, your 
interviewer 
asks "What 

words end in 
D and can be 
spelled with 

the letters 
AQWOIU?"

The 
community 

vending 
machines are 
stocked soley 
with Red Bull 

and 5-Hour 
Energy.
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signs your job 
interview is tanking

http://www.guilhermetorres.com
http://www.guilhermetorres.com


there's more to life 
than buildings

TIGHTER THAN YOUR JEANS
Awesome dutch cycles designed by you, 
built by REPUBLIC BIKE.  The custom 
design process on their web site could 
possibly be the most fun interactive 
online experience you can have 
with your pants on.  Choose 
from thousands of color 
combinations and apply 
them in real-time to 
your virtual whip.  Then 
simply click order, hold 
your breath and your new 
ride should be there in about 
2-8 days! Hawt Dawg!!!($399-499)

www.republicbike.com

S+ARCK ATTACK
Watch out! (get it?) 
Now you can be just 
as pretentious as Mr. 
Starck, without even 
having to be French. 
Surprisingly affordable, 
well crafted, and 
unique...signatures 
of the ever-prolific 
Philippe Starck. 
($99-$150)

www.starck.com

http://www.republicbike.com
http://www.starck.com
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NO MORE LAVA JAVA
Another brilliant product brought to 
you via www.KickStarter.com.  COFFEE 
JOULIES improve your brew in two ways. 
First, they absorb extra thermal energy 
when it’s served too hot, cooling it down 
to a drinkable temperature three times 
faster than normal. Next, they release 
that stored energy back into your coffee, 
keeping it in the right temperature range 
twice as long. Unfortunately, these do 
not work in Orange Mocha Frappucinos. 
($40 for five pairs) 

www.joulies.com

MORNING WOOD
Clean, beautiful, minimalist design. 
This slick little device designed by 
KOUJI IWASAKI beautifully merges the 
harmony of nature with the aggravation 
of man's most persistent enemy: the 
alarm clock.  Delicate craftsmanship 
and material selection allows for a clean 
display of the LED lights through the thin 
venear of wood. Very classy!  ($99-$150)

www.unicahome.com

http://www.kickstarter.com
http://www.joulies.com/
http://www.unicahome.com/catalog/item.asp?id=23982&PartnerID=FR


NO PROTRACTOR NECESSARY
Julian Casablancas and crew are finally 
back, after a 3-year hiatus that left many 
fans wondering if a fourth Strokes album 
would ever materialize.  Their latest offering, 
ANGLES, is  filled with catchy lyrics, beautiful 
guitar solos, and the surging choruses we've 
come to expect.  However, a long time fan 
may agree that this album has a little too 
much polish and not enough spit, as the 
raw grainy sound that we've come to love is 
conspicuously absent on most tracks.  ($10)
Strokes in L.A. >>>> ASAP please!!!!
www.thestrokes.com

WHAT IS THIS? FURNITURE FOR ANTS?
Awwwww...look at the wee lit'l chairs!
If you've ever wanted to own a 
handsome collection of the most 
renowned designer chairs on the planet, 
this may be the closeset you ever get. 
This set of 1/12 scale models from BC 
MINI lets you fulfill your Corbu-
collecting fantasies without 
denting your pocket 
book or living room.  
Only your ego.
($6 per chair)

www.bcmini.com

there's more to life than buildings

http://www.bcmini.com


JUST LIKE MOM USED TO MAKE
Hey girls!  Need to win over 
that secret crush, or add a little 
kick to an apology? Just leave 
it to NINJABREAD MEN. These 
samurai-shaped cookies will give 
you a fighting edge to win over 
the heart of  even the toughest 
dude.  Who can say "no" to a 
chocolate chip dropkick?  ($9)

www.worldwidefred.com/
ninjabreadmen
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RADIOHEAD MAKES MORE NOISE
THE IPAD2 GOES AU NATURAL
Does your apartment smell of rich mahagony?  Now your iPad 
can too!  Nothing says "classy" like deep natural wood and the 
soft glow of electronics.  Designed and assembled in Holland, 
MINIOT products are perfectly carved by 3D printers from 
a single piece of wood.  Select your wood species, and even 
have a rad custom engraving etched into your one-of-a-kind 
iPad2 cover.  ($70-100)

www.miniot.com

www.worldwidefred.com/ninjabreadmen
www.worldwidefred.com/ninjabreadmen


PROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME...
We've all heard that you shouldn't judge a book by its cover, but that's 
because those crafty authors keep giving them misleading titles!

This month’s ARCHISPEAK cuts through the hyperbole, offering new 
monikers for some of the design industry's most popular  publications.

 archiSPEAK 

> Ok, our favorite book is probably Harry 
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban...but we 
tell everyone that Ayn Rand's epic tome The 
Fountainhead tops our list because a) we're 
not 14 and b) we all want to be Howard Roark.

> Seriously, who is this Philip Jodidio 
guy?  He's "written" like a bajillion 
coffee table books...is he the Simon 
Cowell of architecture?

> The most entertaining 4 minutes I 
ever spent at an Urban Outfitters.
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> Raise your hand if you flipped through 
Koolhaus and Mau's brick-of-a-book 
S,M,L.XL for the first time and said "Wow, I 
completely understand this. I am in no way 
entirely overwhelmed."  Anybody?

> Sorry, we couldn't help 
ourselves...

> This book has more proverbs than the Old 
Testament.  With hundreds of building strategies, 
environmental analysis techniques, and useful 
graphic charts, the Gideons should place a copy of 
Brown and DeKay's Sun, Wind, & Light in the desk 
drawer of every architect worldwide.

> Although excessively oversized to 
the point of obsolescence, The Phaidon 
Atlas of Contemporary World Architecture 
would just look totally AWESOME on 
your coffee table.



The 2011 Pritzker Architecture Prize was recently 
awarded to 58 year old Portuguese architect 

Eduardo Souto de Moura.  His reserved work was 
eloquently described by members of the jury:

"The effectiveness of his works usually stems from the 
juxtaposition of elements and concepts. His unique 
capacity to embrace reality while employing abstraction 
creates an architectural language that transforms 
physicality into the metaphysical."

Eduardo souto de moura
wins the 2011 pritzker prize

> Braga Stadium 
    Braga, Portugal



 this 
just in 
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"Already in his first works, undertaken in 
the 1980s, Souto de Moura had a consistent 
approach that never adopted the trends 
of the moment. At that time, he was 
intensely out of fashion, having developed 
his individual path during the height of 
postmodernism. As we look back today, the 
early buildings may seem normal, but we 
must remember how brave they really were 
back then."

"Souto de Moura is an architect fascinated 
by the beauty and authenticity of materials. 
His knowledge of construction and skill 
with materials are always visible in his 
buildings. He has the confidence to use 
stone that is a thousand years old or to take 
inspiration from a modern detail by Mies 
van der Rohe. "

> Bom Jesus
    Braga, Portugal

> The Architect
> Casa das Artes 
    Porto, Portugal



AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Philip Johnson 
(US, 1979)

Robert Venturi 
(US, 1991)

 
Richard Meier 
(US, 1984)

Gordon Bunshaft 
(US, 1988)

 
Kevin Roche 
(US, 1982)

I.M. Pei 
(US, 1983)

 
Frank Gehry 
(US, 1989)

Thom Mayne 
(US, 2005)

WESTERN EUROPE CONFERENCE
Norman Foster 
(UK, 1999)

Richard Rogers 
(UK, 2007)

 
James Stirling 
(UK, 1981)

Zaha Hadid
(UK, 2004)

 
Rem Koolhaas 
(The Netherlands, 2000)

Jean Nouvel 
(France, 2008) 

Christian de Portzamparc 
(France, 1994)

 
Alvaro Siza 
(Portugal, 1992)

Rafael Moneo 

Johnson 

Meier

Pei

Mayne

Meier

Mayne

Foster

Hadid

Koolhaas

Moneo

Hadid

Moneo

MONEO

MEIER

marchitecture  madness!!!
What if architecture awards were decided 

the old-fashioned way?  With a head-
to-head winner-takes-all tournament!  We 
thought this was such a good idea, we decided 

to pit all the previous Pritzker 
Laureates against each 

other to see who would 
emerge victorious!  
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CENTRAL EUROPE CONFERENCE
Hans Hollein

(Austria, 1985)

Gottfried Böhm
(Germany, 1986)

 
Herzog & de Meuron

(Switzerland, 2001)

Peter Zumthor
(Switzerland, 2009)

 
Sverre Fehn

(Norway, 1997)

Jørn Utzon
(Denmark, 2003)

 
Aldo Rossi

(Italy, 1990)

Renzo Piano
 (Italy, 1998)

EASTERN+SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Oscar Niemeyer

(Brazil, 1988)

Paulo Mendes da Rocha
(Brazil, 2006)

 
Luis Barragán

(Mexico, 1980)

Glenn Murcutt
(Australia, 2002)

 
Kenzo Tange

(Japan, 1987)

Fumihiko Maki
(Japan, 1993)

 
Tadao Ando

(Japan, 1995)

SANAA
 (Japan, 2010)

Böhm

Zumthor

Utzon

Piano

Niemeyer

Barragán

Tange

Ando

Zumthor

Piano

Barragán

Ando

ZUMTHOR

ANDO

marchitecture  madness!!!

GOT BEEF?
Let us have it
 editor@archilepsymagzine.com 

The Final Four had barely been decided 
before the ARCHILEPSY Editors were 
ready to throw down fisticuffs.  So who 
should be Pritzker Champion?  You 
tell us!  Send us an email or find us on 
facebook to cast your vote!  
Yeah baby!

mailto:editor%40archilepsymagzine.com?subject=Marchitecture%20Madness
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Breeze Glazer
Photographs By:
Jeffry Gugick

savannah 
college 

of art and 
design

The Architecture 
department is housed in 

Eichberg Hall, a historically 
significant building 

constructed in 1887 for the 
Central of Georgia Railroad 
and rehabilitated for reuse.  

The interior re-model boasts  
high volumes and plenty of 
natural light, resulitng in an 
environment conducive to 

collaboration and creativity.
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In its ideal form, the built environment provides beauty and well-
being, supports human interaction, houses memory and inspiration, 

exhibits the craft of its making, and fosters human responsibility. At 
SCAD, students learn to become professional architects, designers and 
preservationists who are strategic thinkers, global communicators, 
collaborative partners and ethical practitioners of the building arts.

Architecture    
(bachelor of fine arts)

(professional master of architecture)

Historic 
Preservation

(bachelor of fine arts)
(master of fine arts)

Interior Design
(bachelor of fine art)

(master of arts)
(master of fine arts)

Urban Design    
(master of urban design) D

E
GR

E
E
S 

OF
F
E
R
E
D
:

Percentage of scad degreee 
holders employed in the field or 
in grad school within 6 months 
of graduation... compared with 
a national average of 48%
Top Employers: Gensler // HOK 
// Perkins+Will // Callison 

local academic

Article By:
Jenny Pelc



local academic

undergraduate tuition

30,510
graduate tuition

$ 30,960

Located within an historic, urban fabric, Savannah College of Art and Design 
provides direct opportunity for students to explore the contemporary demands 

upon architecture within the context of an authentic fabric.  The degree categories that 
SCAD offers live together under the umbrella of the School of Building Arts.  The 
school views the study and practice of architecture through the wider lens of visual arts.  

Last summer, it was announced that Heriberto Brito would rejoin SCAD as Dean 
of the School of Building Arts, which he helped shape early in the university’s history.  
While teaching at SCAD from 1979-85, he developed the curricula for the architecture, 
historic preservation and interior design programs of study.  A masters program in 
Urban Design is now also offered within the school.  The influence of the multitude 
of creative disciplines on the Savannah campus encourages cross-pollination of design 
philosophies and encourages a truly arts-based curriculum within the School of 
Building Arts.

> Student work from left to right:  
    Alex Steele, Sergio Cuculiza

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
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broader
context of 
visual arts:
 \
-writing
-drawing
-sculpture
-fashion

I recently had the opportunity to interview Stephen 
Martyak, who is a candidate for the M. Arch program.  
Here is some of what he had to say about SCAD:

What attracted you to the School of Building Arts at 
SCAD?   
As a resident of Boston and an undergraduate at the 
Boston Architectural College, I sought a Master of 
Architecture program that was located in a vibrant urban 
environment, integrated multiple design disciplines in 
the curriculum, provided an opportunity to study abroad 
and possessed a unique approach to design. 

What has been the biggest surprise since you have 
entered the program?  
The biggest surprise has been the overwhelming 
emphasis on graphic presentation, which has been a 
huge benefit to my education. My graphic skills have 
significantly improved since beginning at SCAD a year 
and a half ago.

What provides the greatest inspiration for you within 
the school?  
I have had the amazing opportunity to be a teacher’s 
assistant for two fourth-year studios. The raw talent and 
ingenuity of the undergraduate students in these studios 
has provided me with the greatest amount of inspiration. 
Being a TA has been a highly rewarding experience.  

Beyond course load, what enlivens your experience 
at SCAD – relative to school-sponsored programs 
or within the larger surrounding community of 
Savannah?   
Being able to go running through Savannah’s historic 
district or picnicking in Forsyth Park round out the 
SCAD experience.

What is your favorite moments at SCAD?  
Arriving on a snowy January afternoon in the tiny 
village of Lacoste, France, home of SCAD Lacoste, 
is permanently etched in my mind.  I remember the 
smell of the snow that fell, the first conversations with 
fellow students who have become what I imagine will 
be lifelong friends, sliding down the steep cobblestone 
street as we tried to carry our luggage to our rooms, and 
realizing the amazing opportunity I had to study in such 
a beautiful and inspiring part of world.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 

> Student work: 
   Ben Goldstein



local academic

CONTACT 
SAVANNAH COLLEGE 
OF ART AND DESIGN:

SCAD Admissions 
22 E. Lathrop Ave.
Savannah, GA 31415 USA

Phone: 912.525.5100
E-mail: soba@scad.edu

www.scad.edu

“We are custodians of the 
arts that surround us; it is our 
duty to take care of these for 

generations to follow.”

-Dean Heriberto Brito 

The Collaborative Learning 
Center at SCAD facilitates, 
supports, and funds tripartite 
collaborative ventures- between 
students, professors and the 
community- inspiring ideas and 
projects and ultimately bringing 
them to fruition. 
www.scad.edu/clc/

SCAD’s residential study-abroad in 
Lacoste, France, offers immersion in 
the rich culture of Provence.  Students 
interact with visiting artists, take field 
trips to museums and historic sites in 
the area, and have an opportunity to 
exhibit their work at a local vernissage.

local academic

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES...

Jenny Pelc [jenny@archilepsymagazine.com]

mailto:soba%40scad.edu?subject=I%20read%20about%20SCAD%20in%20ARCHILEPSY%20Magazine
http://www.scad.edu
http://www.scad.edu/clc/
mailto:jenny%40archilepsymagazine.com?subject=Local%20Academic%20Article


DRIVE
The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us 

Daniel H. Pink

Published in 2009 by : 
Riverhead Books
9.3x6.8 inches hardcover
256 pages, with original diagrams and illustrations

What motivates us to come into work every morning?  
Is it the paycheck...or is there something more to it? 

In this fascinating exploration of what drives us, 
ex-attorney Daniel Pink sets forth his theory of 
Motivation 3.0.  He argues that Motivation 1.0 was 
merely a carnal instinct to survive, which gave way 
to a Motivation 2.0 framework of carrots and sticks 
(rewards and punishments).  Backing his concepts 
with ample scientific research, Pink insists that most 
modern companies are still hard-wired on the premise 
of Motivation 2.0, despite numerous studies that 
show higher incentives lead to inferior performance. 
He reasons that the psyche of modern man has since 
evolved to require a higher level of self-worth and job 
satisfaction.

Motivation 3.0 includes three primary means of 
fulfillment: autonomy, mastery, and purpose.  Pink 
proposes that to be truly satisfied and motivated, we 
must work with a reasonable level of self-guidance, on 
a task that we can continually get better at, and for a 
purpose that is bigger than ourselves....sound advice 
for any young professional that aims to take an active 
role in shaping their own career.

Far surpassing what you'll typically find in the "Self-
help" section, Drive is a quick, compelling read that 
will surely make you rethink your notions of job 
satisfaction and self-fulfillment.

kevin frank [kevin@archilespymagazine.com]
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mailto:kevin%40archilepsymagazine.com?subject=book%20review
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DESIGN
FUGITIVES 

TAKE THAT, RECESSION!

I will cut you 
like a fish!
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RYAN O'CONNOR
PETER JORDAN 
KYLE TALBOTT
PAUL MATTEK
JUSTIN WHITE
KEVIN KINNEY
TUAN TRAN
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Article By:
Bryan Finnegan

Images By:
Bryan Finnegan &
Design Fugitives



in Practice

The recession showed up without warning like an 
evil ex that still has your apartment key…while 
you were on a date...and ”sleeping”.  Things got real 

awkward for awhile…and we can’t wait for it to leave.  For 
most people directly affected by the recession, it signified a 
break from standard architecture practice.  Talented minds 
were displaced from the comfort of their Aeon chair and 
white “L” shaped desks in a stark white open office with 
exposed structure & HVAC that promotes collaboration.  
I try not to generalize, but 8 out of 10 of you are saying 
to yourselves "that was/is my firm!" and for the 2 left, just 
replace white with "exposed brick" and desk with "old 
door on legs" and you'll feel included in no time.  

A lucky few found placement in the few thriving firms 
and remained relevant within the design & construction 
industry.  Some chose rather to further their education 
in the field that is already failing to hire and pay them, 
while others have hung up their push/pull tool and Esc 
key (I'm a three tapper myself ) for whatever opportunities 
lay at hand.  Then there were some who chose alternatives 
to traditional practice and started ordering parts to build 
their own CNC machine in a rented out loft space…all 
while learning how to weld in the process.

The Design Fugitives personify the alternative to 
traditional practice under hard times.  When faced with 
uncertainty they chose to focus on their interests and not 
let the design explorations stop.  As an organized group 
they feed on each others ideas just like we all did in school.  
They “hide” from the recession in a raw industrial loft 
warehouse poised among boatyards and shipping docks 
on Milwaukee’s south side.  Inside they blend in among 
furniture dealers, music producers, and candy makers 
-- a fitting environment considering their own pursuits 
are equally diverse – architecture, products, installations, 
parametric consultation, education, and coming soon…
CNC services.



43.00652
-87.911199
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Can't stop...
won't stop!

in Practice

What began as a blog grew to a small two-bay loft 
warehouse that has since doubled in size with 

the opportunity for further growth. Each phase of their 
workshop build-out is a new research experiece and 
evolution of process for DF.    The DF Think Tank was 
derived from the need for enclosable workspace within 
an open warehouse space away from the noise and dust 
of powertools.  It also happens to be elevated on wheels 
for mobility from the occasional water pooling from the 
exterior windows.  The flowing pixels perforating the 
exterior are the execution of a scripted pattern projected 
and traced onto the exterior with laser cut reclaimed 
plastics finishing it off with light filtering.  In completion 
it was also a learning experience.  In their own hindsight 
DF would use fewer screws -- effectively reducing quantity 
and assembly time while reducing laser cut times with 
more efficient material usage.  Consider it DF ThinkTank 
v1.0 ready for evolution.

Building the CNC machine was more of a labor of love 
than experiment.  Just ask DF member Tuan Tran who has 
been laboring on the machine for months.  Aside from the 
actual mechanism, the entire steel platform for the rig was 
built by the DF team in their space.  Detailed steel pieces 
were ordered from a fabricator and accented with a little 
Badger red.
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When asked who took care 
of the welding, Tuan responded 
confidently "I did.  One day of 
practice, then assembly began."    
So maybe there was some 
experimentation, even if only for 
one day.  

Currently in operation 
for testing, the machine will 
eventually be available for DF 
commissions and dedicated 
CNC services to local clients.  
Soon the Design Fugitives  will 
be customizing everyday life for 
the average consumer, which 
may only be a few clicks away in 
the near future.   



"When we 
construct 

something, a 
contractor 

seems better 
able to 

communicate 
with us"

in Practice
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Are they a firm?  Well, sort of, just not in the traditional 
sense.  “I feel we are a design firm.” says Ryan 

O’Connor, a self titled Fugitive.  “We are structured as 
an LLC and each member is an independent contractor 
or freelancer who have come together to share resources, 
knowledge, and sometimes labor.”   Each member operates 
autonomously with a shared co-op of resources.  When 
a member obtains a commission they are able to retain 
sole ownership of the project while operating under the 
Design Fugitive brand where assistance can be recruited 
from within through agreed upon terms.  

Like any team there is strength in numbers, which 
should also prove true for DF.  The structure of DF 
allows each Fugitive to pursue their own interests and 
commissions with the backing of a collaborative design 
brand – a significant differentiator compared to Renzo 
Designer down the street.  With a brand behind them 
each designer has access to shared resources, clear lines 
for collaboration, and available labor assistance when 
needed allowing them to handle larger commissions more 
efficiently.  Under the brand, each member is also able to 
pursue individual design interests not limited to buildings.  

The Design Fugitives are less architects, but rather 
creative problem solvers, spatial thinkers, and design 
entrepreneurs.  “They [architects] are not challenged in 
the same ways they were when they were in school… and 
they do not challenge in the same way.  In many cases 
“safe” becomes the standard to which these firms produce”  
As fugitives they are able to ponder new questions and 
challenge themselves on how they want to practice, and 
what business model is right for them.  In doing so they 
are inhearently challenging themselves to become better 
business thinkers, something architects are not trained to 
be in school.



in Practice

MILNE ARCHEOLOGY EXHIBIT > Milwaukee, WI

INSTALLATIONS.EDU/FUN

Educational installations are one of DF's tangible 
alternatives to architecture.  Most entry level 

commissions would be limited to small remodelling jobs 
and porch constructions, but the backing of the Design 
Fugitive's hands on approach has allowed them to exercise 
design freedom in unique educational exhibits.  The 
temporary exhibits offer the rare opportunity to create 
life sized diagrams where DF utilizes their design/build 
workspace to produce full scale mock-ups of individual 
exhibit pieces and at times entire exhibits that can be fully 
disassembled and transported.  The full size mock-ups 
have helped DF communicate the assemblies with those 
constructing the exhibit.  This dialogue is both teaching 
and learning, rather than "the way".  
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION EXHIBIT > Milwaukee, WI

in Practice
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BUTTERFLY STORAGE FENCE> Milwaukee, WI



in Practice

ROAST COFFEE LIGHT SOFFIT > Milwaukee

CONSULTATION.EDU/CUSTOMIZE

DF was born from academia and maintains an unsevered 
liniage from a design studio to practice, something 

that tends to deteriorate among many practicioners.  In the 
case of the Design Fugitives the connection is maintained 
through each member's active or prior roles as educators at 
the local universities (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, 
Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design).  "Inherent in being 
a teacher is being a learner and having the need to always 
be learning" notes O'Connor.  As educators DF is always 
learning like a thinktank (even with it's own thinktank) rather 
than telling students the way it must be.  As a thinktank 
they offer consulting for students on complex parametrics 
and fabrication, such as with the Light Soffit installation 
for Roast Coffee Company which has been nominated for 
the Mayor's Design Awards.  DF also hosts workshops for 
anyone interested in scripting, parametrics, cnc milling, and 
more.  Their exchange of knowlege is open source with the 
goal of customizing life.

Bryan Finnegan [bryan@archilepsymagazine.com]
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UWM Student Team:   Kyle Talbott (Instructor, DF member)  Design Fugitives: Ryan O'Connor
   Alison Carlucci Threse Hassett     Tuan Tran
   Adriana Arteaga Chad Bloedel     Paul Mattek
   Blake Villwock Joseph Luehring
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RUSSIA
Population: 

143 million
Capital: 

Moscow
Area: 

6.6 million sq mi

A Four-Part Series on the 
Emerging Design World
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BRIC
 works

Continuing our series on the emergent BRIC countries, we 
shift our focus this month to Mother Russia.  Mired in 

history and largely misunderstood by Westerners, Russia  is 
poised to have an increasingly larger impact on the social, 

political, and economic 
landscape in decades to 

come.  And as we shall 
see, the design world's 
center of gravity will 
continue to shift 
eastward.

Introduction By:
Jenny Pelc



Russia is unique among the BRIC 
countries in both its demographics 
– shrinking and aging – as well 
as its former economic position – 
ranked second worldwide prior to 
decentralization.  Adding to Russia’s 
sometimes unpopular inclusion in 
this grouping, just a little over a year 
ago their economy was hit especially 
hard by the global economic crisis.  
All that being said, there’s no denying 
that Russia has gone from a ranking 
of 22nd global economy in 1999 to 
about 10th today.  Perhaps it makes 
more sense to look at how Russia 
is overcoming these odds rather 
than focusing on their obvious 
inconsistencies with the remainder of 
the group.

Despite a declining population – 
similar to the majority of Europe’s 
– Russian people are historicaly 
well-educated and culturally 
knowledgeable.  With a substantially 
higher average annual income and 
larger middle class than the others 
in BRIC, this positions Russia with 
significant purchasing power.  The 
country has bounced back relatively 
quickly since the onset of the 

economic collapse.  Given their status 
as the largest country in the world, 
their bountiful natural resources – 
not limited to oil and gas – and their 
recent ease of trade, it’s likely that 
this country possesses a long-term 
economic advantage over its peers.

The story of superficial economic 
security and, at times, stagnation 
has many parallels to the country’s 
overall architectural history.  With 
the exception of the brief Russian 
avant-garde period in the 1920’s, 
Russian architecture has been largely 
influenced by the reigning power, 
prior the fall of the Soviet Union.  
Notably, Imperial Russia saw the 
capital relocated from Moscow to 
St. Petersburg, where the “correct” 
architectural style changed with every 
new Tsar.  Although the historical 
significance of this architecture 
should not be downplayed, it does not 
necessarily represent an architecture 
of creative freedom.

Experimental spontaneity in Russian 
architectural design – largely unbuilt 
due to economic restraints – began 
post-war with influences from 



artists such as Antoine Pevsner and 
Naum Gabo.  Works such as El 
Lissitzky’s “Prouns” sought to find 
contemporary influences rather than 
to rely upon those of the past with 
the intent of speaking to a proletariat 
utopia. Alexander and Victor Vesnin 
summarized this purpose in 1926: 
“We are convinced that the new 
forms of Soviet architecture will be 
found not by way of the imitation of 
the architectural forms of the past, 
but on a basis of critical thinking… 
by way of a profound understanding 
of living processes and their 
translation into architectural form.”  
Ironically, many of these utopian 
and futurist explorations had little 
grounding in the reality of the 
country’s lagging industrial abilities 
and impoverished population.  

This era of extreme experimentalism 
and freedom of style came to an end 
in 1931 with the competition for the 
Palace of the Soviets.  The entries of 
LeCorbusier and Walter Gropius 
were returned to their respective 
countries, as monumentalism and 
classical style instead became the 
guiding principal of socialist realism.  

The signifying work for this period 
was the reconstruction of Moscow’s 
Gorky Street.  That stylistic 
preference remained in place until 
1955 when Khrushchev attacked 
socialist realism for Stalinist excess; 
modernism re-surfaced with a much 
more restrictive status than it had 
formally occupied.

Although the fall of the Soviet Union 
has resulted in initial economic and 
identity struggles, it has certainly 
opened up an inspired freedom that 
has not previously been present 
in Russia.  The works of Arch 4, 
Studio of Roman Leonidov, Sergey 
Skuratov, Atrium, and Panakom 
capture the latent spirit of Russian 
design that has frustratingly laid 
in wait for much of the country’s 
protracted history.  Russia may not be 
new to the stage in terms of economic 
power, but this time it has shown up 
as a more nimble and marketable 
player, providing a good case for 
stability and a lasting, dynamic re-
emergence.

Jenny Pelc [jenny@archilepsymagazine.com]
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MOSCOW's 
FINEST
Sergey Skuratov Architects



Article By:
Dominick J. Gallegos 

Photographs By:
Sergey Skuratov Architects
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n an architectural world that 
increasingly leans toward 
international practices and flashy 
displays of design, it’s not often 
that an architect remains rooted 
in and significantly informs the 

architectural landscape of the city he 
or she calls home. Within Moscow, the 
capital city of Russia, Sergey Skuratov 
is solidifying a local legacy few of his 
contemporaries will be able to achieve. 
With a passionate attention to detail 
Skuratov uses material and composition 
to bring an organic quality to architecture.

It can be said that the imperfections of a 
material generate its beauty, whether it be 
the subtle shades unique to each piece or 
its seemingly unfinished texture. In some 
ways Skuratov recognizes this and uses 
it to his advantage often incorporating 
or simulating the inherent variation of 
nature. There is something timeless about 
that quality that often enhances a project 
as it ages.

Another theme of Sergey Skuratov 
seems to be the logical, yet varied repetition 
of architectural components. Much of 
the architecture that surrounds us has an 
order or rhythm constrained with sort of 
regularity. Rather than follow such strict 
arrangments, Sergey establishes patterns 
and relationships that encourage variation 
in way that allows the composition to read 
as one harmonious field.

In the following pages you will see 
that the thoughtfully structured work of 
Skuratov breaks down the rigid formalism 
that proliferates manmade world around 
us and brings a softer and more elegant 
feel to architecture.

savvy designers

VITAL STATISTICS

Location >
Moscow, Russia

Education >
Architecture Degree from 
The Moscow Architectural Institute (1979) 

Professor at the International Academy
of Architecture since 2003

www.skuratov-arch.ru

RUSSIA

moscow

> Moscow, Russia

I

http://www.skuratov-arch.ru
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INTERVIEW > Sergey Skuratov

To provide a better perspective of Skuratov's design sensibilities and 
general outlook on the architectural profession, we've chosen a few 

excerpts from recent interviews.  His manner of speaking has clearly served 
him well during his career, as you can see by his articulate responses.

For a workaholic and perfectionist 
like myself, the financial crisis is a 
serious test of strength and loyalty 
to your professional principles. I am 
a compulsive worker; this must have 
made both my personality and my 
fundamental professional principles 
tougher, perhaps.

For me, the point of the architect's 
trade is implementation, complete 
buildings. I assert that, even though 
I am a drawing architect, I belong to 
a species that is now going extinct. I 
draw a lot when I work on a project. 
I try to grasp the future building's 
outlines. I love the beauty of the line 
that is set on paper. Yet I don't think 
that even the most beautiful design is 
the most important part of my trade, 

if left on paper.  Even a project based 
on a unique idea can only become 
part of a virtual aesthetic space- but it 
cannot become your reality, or change 
your reality.  I am sure that an architect 
must build things! 

I believe that an architect must 
practically prove that he has the right 
to invent shapes and space, material 
environment for the society. We can 
say that the architect's mission is to 
reconcile man with life, and to reconcile 
humanity with its environment.

For me, important concepts that 
are fundamental for the trade include 
knowledge, experience, duty and 
passion. Taken all together, they shape 
my self-confidence. I must bring forth 

savvy designers



and grow the fruit of my professional 
imagination. None knows better than 
me how to do it. I must persuade and 
unite people who are involved in it 
with me. They are entitled to doubt 
and distrust - and I have to address 
them. Professional reputation is 
your vital capital, without which you 
cannot succeed.

I do not hesitate to admit that 
I measure my life with completed 
construction projects. For me, they are 
incredibly momentous.

I now like things that are simpler 
and less complicated, of single-
material, like sculpture. You need not 
seek super-expressive forms. Such 
super-expressive forms are necessary 
in five percent of all cases, when a 
building is placed in a unique situation.  
In all other cases, architecture can be 
simple enough, but this simplicity still 
must have a flavor and an imaginative 
component. 
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I would even reject this word 
“simplicity” and rather say “reasonable 
sufficiency” or “rationality”. I have 
always believed that a building should 
have one main line, one subject matter. 
Perhaps this is still absent from my 
early projects, but now I seek this in all 
my works. One building, one subject 
matter, one theme, one message. One 
line. Minor variations are possible, and 
so are pauses, but- nevertheless.

I am convinced that architecture 
has to be modern, just as our medicine, 
science, roads, vehicles, power supplies, 
sewage at last- things that are the 
basis of human existence- have to be 
modern. 

Architecture must speak for 
itself. But it is always very difficult 
to be engaged in dialogue with 
architecture: to feel the proportions, 
the composition, the style...One of my 

assumed missions is to protect modern 
architecture in the eyes of the public, 
her right to exist without hindrance in 
the historical city.

Professionalism is a strange 
substance. It is a level to be achieved 
through a sort of conjecture or 
prediction. You know the way you have 
to talk, and you know how to walk it. 
This is a methodology in a sense. A 
methodology supported by a wealth 
of knowledge and experience to save 
you time from futile searching. This is 
a correct feeling when you know your 
materials, and how to use them, and 
what the environment needs. It's a sort 
of a filter used to analyze and select 
options and to arise to conclusions 
of your own. An ability to rise above 
yourself and think on a citywide scale, 
and to find unmistakably your own 
form for the building to interact with 
the urban context. 
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COPPER HOUSE > Moscow : Russia

> Copper House Lobby

Through form, material, and pattern 
, the Skuratov designed Copper 
House has added new energy to 

the contemporary architectural scene 
in Moscow. Situated only a block away 
from the Moscow River, a tributary of the 
Oka river that flows through the central 
city, the projects utilizes the surrounding 
context to generate form and create space 
on the long, narrow site.   

The 86,000 square foot project is 
comprised of three main components : 
parking garage, ground level passageway 
and lobby, and three residential towers.  

Below grade lies the infrastructure for 
a 42 car parking garage. Fit neatly beside 
the north side of the building and set back 
from the street side of the building form, 
the entry fades into the background. It's a 
subtle move, but it does wonders 



savvy designers

> Open views to greenspace

to enhance the architectural quality 
of the project, making it more inviting 
to pedestrians, and enhancing the urban 
quality of the streetscape. 

As one approaches the building, they 
are greeted by a lobby in which the entry 
is defined spatially by the elevated and 
cantilevered form of the apartments 
above.  Continuing into the space, the 
ground level provides circulation through 
the building that unifies the three 
residential towers while providing a strong 
connection to the  adjacent landscape, 
effectively blurring the lines between 
inside and out. An architecture strongly 

rooted in and enhanced by its context.
Emerging from the ground level 

passageway are three residential blocks 
containing 20 apartments. These blocks 
are arranged strategically to define space 
by taking what may otherwise be one big 
residential block and dividing it into three 
blocks. By pulling these blocks apart, 
interstitial space is generated, providing 
daylight, views, and fresh air. The rotation 
of the furthest block adds the necessary 
visual boundary to define the outdoor 
space which lies between the project and 
it's neighbor.

One if the most striking features of the 
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> Site walkway

> Section/Elevation of stone facades

The most notable aspect of the project is its use of 
patinated copper.  The material adds visual vibrancy 
to the building form and plays off the green hues and 
park-like space that flows beside the building and 
toward the riverfront. The assorted shades of patina 
along with varied fenestration add a visual richness 
and tactile quality to the facade. 

In elegant contrast to the soft 
metallic quality of copper, is the 
warm toned Jurassic stone which 
is used to ground the building 
with the site and introduce a 
more traditionally contextual 
material.
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"Facades are covered with (canted) sheets 
of green glass, reflecting (both) sky 

or earth, thus dematerializing 
the (interior) of the house 

finished in natural 
wood."
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BUTIKOVSKY LANE > Moscow : Russia

Adjacent to the Copper House lies another 
elegant residential project in Butikovsky 
Lane. A bit more subtle visually, this 

project uses a combination of stone, brick, and 
wood to reduce the scale of the building form 
in a way that gives attention to the scale of the 
surrounding context.

Grounding the building to the site is a base 
material of Jurassic marble.  The varied beige hues 
of the stone cladding wrap the ground level of 
the building and extend up in various locations to 
break the building mass into smaller components 
and create a connection from ground to the upper 
levels.  The level of gloss in the stone panels is a 
function of it mounting locations.

Portions of the upper levels were then wrapped 
in a Belgian brick.  The dark tones and smaller 
module of the brick are a nice compliment to 
the lighter color of the stone.  The combinations 
of stone and brick give the building the durable 
aesthetic  associated with the historical context.
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> Dark masonry facade is lifted       
    from street level
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"The stone gives the house its 
sturdy appearance, especially as 
a material on suspended ceilings. 
The same role was given to 
Belgian brick, which floods walls 
and ceilings as well"
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> Reflecting pool

> Cantilever reception desk The materials used for the 
facade are also used in the interior, 
blending the material palette from 
outdoor to indoor and creating a 
sense of cohesion upon entering 
the building.

The beige Jurassic marble 
of the exterior cladding wraps 
its way inside where it is used 
strategically as floor, wall, and 
roof.  With stone it can be easy 
to overuse the material as an 
interior finish and create an overly 
monolithic and sterile feel to the 
interior environment. Skuratov 
avoids this with the varied shades 
in applications of stone. The 
glossy stone is arranged in various 
proportions with differing levels 
of contrast.

A grey stone with linear 
sawcuts adds a nice texture and 
cool tone to contrast the glossy 
beige marble.  The imperfection of 
sawcuts shows a sensitivity to the 
rawness of the material and is a 
nice compliment to the polished.



savvy designers

> Building section

> Building section

> Landscape 
frames view

Adding a more organic element to 
the material palette, wood was used as an 
accent and frame to the openings in the 
heavy masonry facade. The color of the 
wood goes well with the light, yet warm 
tones of the Jurassic stone.

Just as the material composition 
was used to created a smaller, more 
local sense of scale to the building, the 
building form was arranged in a way that 
creates smaller spaces. The building is 
punctured along the streetside creating 
a portal to an interior courtyard. The 
building also utilized the surrounding 
context to enhance the space between 
itself and its neighbors, most notably, the 
space between Butikovsky Lane and The 
Copper House.  
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> Wood fins add 
depth  to facade
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DANILOVSKY FORT > Moscow : Russia

> Context model

> Cantilevered  masonry

Standing in stark contrast to 
prototypical business centers, 
Skuratov explores the plasticity of 

brick to combat the often banal designs 
that make up our commercial landscape.

The building sits along the Moscow 
River in the southern part of the city.  
The form is a composition of three 
business towers at varying heights of 6, 
10 and 12 stories.  The towers are linked 
by a continuous and transparent ground 
level, below which, lies a level of parking.

Like some of the other projects by 
Skuratov, the ground level generates a 
strong connection with the surrounding 
context through extensive use of glass. This 
sense of connection is used extensively as 
a way to unify the programmes of the 
three towers, allowing them to act as one 
complete design move.
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> Elevated masonry form
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> Building elevations

>Varied fenestration

Soaring above the ground level is the 
body of the business towers, composed of 
a vibrant red brick.  The assorted shades 
of red in the brick strengthen the earthy, 
handmade character inherent in the many 
brick structures of old.  Rather than 
articulate the composition of the building 
through brick pattern, the material is left 
wrap the tower forms as one continuous 

field of brick, devoid of any garish detail. 
Formally, the three towers pay 

compliment to each other. The six story 
tower takes on a weighted, horizontal 
character, grounding the form solidly 
along the street front.  From the bottom 
of the six story extends a band of brick, 
unifying the forms materially.  Connected 
at the bottom, there is a tension between 
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the six story tower and 12 story tower that 
works well to balance the building form by 
adding a vertical element to contrast the 
horizontal. A structure cantilevers from 
each side as if the towers are reaching 
out to each other, effectively drawing a 
relationship between the two. The third 
tower is set back from the street and helps 
to frame the outdoor undulating roof that 

contains skylights to the main level below.
Through a subtle curvature of the 

facade and a diverse pattern of windows, a 
visual dynamic is added to the otherwise 
logical and rigidly rectilinear form the 
plan generates. The result of the curving 
brick facade gives a material as hard as 
brick, a bit of plasticity, softening the 
form.



savvy designers
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>Transparency at ground level



MOSFILMOVSKAYA STREET COMPLEX > Moscow : Russia

savvy designers

>Design rendering

In what is one of Sergey Skuratov’s largest 
commissions to date, the Mosfilmovskaya projects 
seeks to breath new life into an area surrounded 

by open space and greenery.  The surrounding area 
includes such open spaces as the Setun River to the 
west, the Park Vorob'evy Gory and the Luzhniki 
sports complex to the east along the Moscow River,  
and the green landscapes of Moscow State University 
to the south. Made up of fairly spread out buildings, 
the project will add density and a diverse array of 
uses to the culturally rich area which is also home to 
Mosfilm, often described as one of the largest and 
oldest film studios in Europe, “Russian Hollywood.”
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>Tower construction

> Building section

The building that was 
designed for the site is made up 
of three primary components, a 
monumental tower of 213 meters, 
a second tower of 130 meters, and 
two 8 story parallel structures which 
connects the two. Housed within 
the components of this multi-
use project is a combinations of 
commercial, cultural, and residential 
programs.  Careful attention was 
paid to each program, strategically 
separating various functions based 
on the concept of private and public, 
allowing for a level of autonomy 
between residents, workers, and 
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>Tower construction

> Cool grey facade reflects 
warm tones of sun
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> Level 01 plan

> Geometries converge
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> Patterns contrast

visitors, making for a more economical 
and efficient plan. The resulting footprint 
played off of the exiting urban context, 
infilling only those lots that were vacant, 
and preserving all of the existing building 
in the adjacent lots.

Still under construction, the main 
tower rises high above the surrounding 
neighborhood, standing as a new 
landmark to the area.  The rectilinear form 
was folded on two sides, adding a dynamic 
profile to the building shape. This fold 
results in a bend on two sides of the plan 
which shifts in locations from floor to 
floor moving up the building. It is a simple 
move, but the effect is very powerful.  Of 
course, the strength of this move is also 
dependent on the richness in the pattern 

and use of material in cladding the tower.  
The horizontal bands of glazing are made 
of various widths of openings shifted and 
staggered as one moves up the tower.  By 
varying the pattern of windows, Skuratov 
is able to blend the formal composition 
of windows into the mosaic quality of 
the façade.  The primary cladding for the 
tower is a rich mix of metal panels.  With 
eight different shades, the design gives 
the metal panels an organic quality with 
a visual texture and combinations that 
fade from dark at the base to light at the 
top.  The gradient effect emphasizes the 
vertical nature of the building as it reaches 
up toward the sky, standing high above 
the surrounding area. 

Standing beside the monumental 
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tower is the shorter, and more elongated 
form of the second tower.  From some 
views the shorter tower has a lot of visual 
weight as the longer side of the façade 
takes emphasis off of the vertical nature of 
the tower.  In contrast to the fine textural 
quality of the first tower, this tower is 
composed of a staggered composition of 
panels with sharp bends. The effect is a 
course grained basket weave-like texture 
to the building form, enhanced by the 
varying angles of reflection on the facets 
of the panels. 

The two towers are connected through  

two parallel structures which form 
an elevated base that ties the project 
together.  By separating the connector 
into two structures, an atrium is formed 
in between, allowing natural daylight to 
reach the area below. This opening also 
creates framed views of the towers that 
minimizes the sometimes overbearing 
scale of the skyscrapers.

Although a good portion of the project 
has been constructed, it has been places on 
hold due to some political disputes with 
local government.  Recently, the project 
did make some breakthroughs and will be 

> Parallel connectors
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> Construction - cladding

> Construction - columns

starting up again soon as it reaches a final approval for 
it's height, which it was never in violation of in the first 
place.

It's long been debated in the architectural community on 
how to top off a skyscraper.  Sergey Skuratov went through 
great lengths to generate and develop the material pattern 
that generated the gradient that faded along the vertical axis 
of the tower. The patterns that were developed were critcal 
to the vertical progression of the design and very specific 
to the height originally established.  With 95% of the 
structure built, Skuratov stood firm defending that vision, 
and hopefully the people moscow get to see it realized.
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"The idea to shorten the 95% 
complete skyscraper still occasionally 
headlines the news. We all call it 
crazy because there is no technology, 
equipment, or workforce skilled 
enough to implement it..."
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GARDEN QUARTERS > Moscow : Russia

As the lead designer for Garden 
Neighborhoods, Sergey Skuratov 
Architects dives into the world 

of master planning and mixed-use 
development.  Taking into account the 
current context, the project will create a 
new development with future prospects 
of revitalizing adjacent buildings and 
neighborhoods.  The design is made up of 
four zones, or garden neighborhoods, along 
with a business center and school. The intent 
is to create a community in such a way that 
the uniqueness of place that will attract new 
people to the area, creating an alternative 
option to what it means to dwell in Moscow.  

The four garden neighborhoods are made 
up primarily of residential units, most of 
which will be elevated above ground level. 
At grade will be shopping and service 
functions to meet the needs of the residents. 
Some of the uses will include: social centers, 
restaurants, fitness centers, Spa, daycare, and 
other cultural institutions.  With a diverse 
set of uses, the buildings populate the site 
in a way that is both dense and urban, 
yet open and green.  Each neighborhood 
utilizes the arrangement of tall structures 
to frame garden, or public space.  This gives 
the architecture room to breath, all while 
providing the diversity of functions to 
activate the open space. 
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> Site Diagrams
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> Context map

> Site section

> Concept Diagrams
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> Design model

> Site section
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> Garden neighborhood one
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On the page to the left, quarter 
one of the garden neighborhoods 
combines a series of four 6-7 story 
towers to frame the southern edge of 
the court and the north side of the 
central pond.

In a similar manner quarter four 
below provides an urban edge for the 
east side of the pond while enclosing 
the west side of garden neighborhood 
three.  The material composition 
of the buildings on each quarter is 
primarily brick, stone, and glass. 

> Garden neighborhood four
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Located on the southeast end of the 
development is a business center.  The 
building concept is a form wrapped 
in a curvilinear glass plan, contrasted 
with a heavy grid pattern the fades 
into the glass curtain wall as it sweeps 
across the facade.  The business 
center adds a targeted focus to office 
functions within the development.

To the south of the central pond, 
garden neighborhood two follows the 
pattern of defining the edges of the 
central pond through rows of vertical 
towers.

> Business Center
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> Garden neighborhood two
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> Garden neighborhood three

savvy designers
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On the page to the left, quarter three located to the west 
of the pond. historic Much of the historic Soviet architecture 
was able to be torn down due to extensive renovations, but wa 
seen to the top left, thos structures of significance were to be 
maintained and restored.

As the main institutional piece adjacent to the central 
pond, the school takes on a character of its own by taking on a 
horizontal orientation.  the low profile and cantilevered mass 
give the building a stronger connection with the landscape.

> School Dominick Gallegos [dominick@archilepsymagazine.com]

mailto:dominick%40archilepsymagazine.com?subject=Skuratov%20Article


   LATE 10TH C.                         MODERN DAY

11
65

Church of the 
Intercession of 
the Nerl, typical 
of medieval 
Russian 
architecture

17
70

's 

Menshikov Tower 
represented the 
Petrine Baroque 
style

17
12

-1
83

0'
s

Imperial 
Russia 
featured 
heavily 
regulated 
architectural 
styles.

17
00

's 

Northern 
Russia still 
utilizing wood 
construction 
primarily.

19
19

 

Vladimir Tatlin's 
Monument 
to the Third 
International 
becomes 
the defining 
expression 
of the 
Constructivism 
movement.

> Arch 4
   F-House
   Moscow

> Panakom
   Settlement House
   Pozdnyakovo

> Atrium
   Green House
   Moscow

> Roman Leonidov     
   Gastronomica 
   Moscow

18
95
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90

5

Art Nouveau 
briefly 
dominates 
the Russian 
architecture 
scene.



        ANTON NADTOCHY
           VERA BUTKO 
       ROMAN  LEONIDOV 
        SERGEY SKURATOV

            NATALYA LOBANOVA    
   IVAN CHUVELEV

            NIKITA  TOKAREV 
               ARSENY  LEONOVICH

       VLADIMIR PLOTKIN
       ANDREY  ROMANOV 
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   LATE 10TH C.                         MODERN DAY

19
21

 

El Lissitzky develops the 
Proun style, exploring 
the relationship between 
architecture and art.

Corbu is sent packing.

19
31

Competition 
for the Palace 
of the Soviets 
won by Iofan 
with a proposal  
that signaled 
a shift towards 
the Socialist 
Realism style of 
the Soviet Era.

```

19
28

 

Zuyev Worker's Club 
in Moscow becomes 
a prominent example 
of Constructivism

19
20

's 

VKhUTEMAS 
college 
founded, 
parallel to 
the Bauhaus.

> Roman Leonidov
    Sky Lounge
    Moscow

RUSSIAN DESIGNERS

19
33

-1
95

5

Stalinist Gothic took 
hold of Russia until 
Nikita Khrushchev 
disbanded the 
Soviet Academy 
of Architecture in 
1955.

17
12

-1
83

0'
s

Post-Soviet 
Russia 
experiences 
rapid 
growth and 
unrestricted 
architectural 
development.
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WHEN HISTORY TOOK A RIGHT TURN
In 1985, with the introduction of the desktop 
publishing program MacPublisher, graphic design as 
we knew it took a turn for the better. MacPublisher 
was the first WYSIWYG [What You See Is What You Get] 
layout program. Today, the most common WYSIWYG is 
none other than…Microsoft Word. 

TYPEFACE YOU MUST KNOW
Pompadour Numeral Set is a nice throw back to 
the 60s era with its extra-bold weight. Available in 
both TrueType and OpenType format, this numerals-
only font makes us want to design retro posters 
and packaging.  It appears that “International 
Constructivism” may have been an inspiration.

To download this font for free, visit:
http://www.andymangold.com/pompadour-numeral-
set-free-download
But don’t forget to give credit where credit is due to designer 
Andy Mangold...Mangold: what a name!

WTF IS INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTIVISM?!
Most notably practiced between 1918 and 1932, 
the philosophy of International Constructivism was 
to construct art as opposed to creating it. 3D artists 
heavily used industrial materials such as metal, glass 
and plastic during this period. In correlation, graphic 
design work often appeared heavy, weighted, and flat.

in your
typeface!

Column By:
Jeremy Miller & Aimée Shultz

> Uno, dos, tres, catorce!

Jeremy and Aimée are the graphic dynamos 
behind JAM Creative, a full service 
graphic design studio based out of New 
Orleans.  They also run Shultzilla, a Nola 
inspired clothing company that features 
rad tees, hip bags, and cool accessories.
www.ThisIsOurJam.com > www.Shultzilla.com

> Thanks Steve Jobs!
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http://www.andymangold.com/pompadour-numeral-set-free-download
http://www.andymangold.com/pompadour-numeral-set-free-download
http://www.thisisourjam.com
http://www.shultzilla.com
http://marketplace.veer.com/fonts/JBT0001068
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkoX0pEwSCw


bryan has never 
been more right in 
his entire life.

congrats to jeremy 
and aimee! our "in your 
typeface" columnists 
tied the knot in april!

bryan and alexi...hard at 
work, or hardly working?  
amiright? amiright?!

Kevin braves 
the elements 
on a recent 
expedition...
to get coffee.

breeze is new 
york city.

WTF?!

Jenny and Kevin 
catch up in nawlins.

dom and bryan wondering 
what all those cords go 
to? are we at radioshack?

dom takes in venice beach.

Jenny is
not eating 
a burger.
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Who 

this 
 is 

are 
 We 

Bryan Finnegan

Dominick Gallegos

Alexi Karavokiris

Breeze Glazer

Kevin Frank

 ASSOCIATE EDITOR  > New York, NY
breeze@archilepsymagazine.com

 ASSOCIATE EDITOR  > Los Angeles, CA
alexi@archilepsymagazine.com

 ASSOCIATE EDITOR  > Chicago, IL
bryan@archilepsymagazine.com

 ASSOCIATE EDITOR  > Chicago, IL
dominick@archilepsymagazine.com

 ASSOCIATE EDITOR  > New Orleans, LA
jenny@archilepsymagazine.com

 EDITOR IN CHIEF > Chicago, IL
kevin@archilepsymagazine.com

 Logical and rational, a gadget freak 
and avid outdoorsman.

 Urbane and open-minded, in love 
with the culture of urbanism.

 Virtual cheerleader for the profession, 
fervent fiber artist.

 Artist by training, designer by profession, 
badass by nature.

 Sustainability champion, living and 
breathing the City.

 Architect, graphic designer, 
make-believe rockstar.

Jenny Pelc
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COVER
This month's cover features a modified photograph of Mosfilmovska, a multi-use highrise 
building designed by April's Savvy Designer, Sergey Skuratov.  The shifting glass facade 
is incredibly compelling, appearing as a multi-faceted textural field condition that 
reflects the sky from multiple angles, much like ARCHILEPSY's multi-faceted approach to 
architectural dialogue! Okay, that's a bit of a stretch...but you get the point. 

TYPEFACES
The ARCHILEPSY masthead and logo uses a custom designed font by Kevin Frank.  Our 
standard serif paragraph text is Adobe Caslon Pro.  We use Myriad Pro (made famous 
by Apple) for typical san-serif paragraph text.  ITC Avante Garde Gothic is our go-to 
headline font.  All other fonts are used with permission. We respect and <3 typographers.

LAYOUT
This magazine was designed in Adobe InDesign and hosted in its online format by ISSUU.  
The website was designed by Kevin Frank.  

 stay in touch 
INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING?

Just send your resume and a few work samples to editor@archilepsymagazine.com

WANT TO BE FEATURED IN OUR SAVVY DESIGNERS SECTION?
Send a link to your website and brief message to editor@archilepsymagazine.com

 
SEND US SOME SNAIL MAIL

ARCHILEPSYmagazine
P.O. Box 902

Chicago, IL 60690
Care of: Mies Van der Rohe

ADVERTISE IN ARCHILPESY
We will glady send you our Media Kit and Rate Card.  Just click the "advertise" 
link over on the left and fill out the brief form.  Or just send an email with your 

information to advertise@archilepsymagazine.com.  Be sure to ask about our 
special introductory rate packages!

 colophon 
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